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Alexander Bangiev - White Repertoire 1.e4 (2nd Edition)
System requirements:
Pentium-PC, 32 MB RAM, Windows XP, 2000, ME, 98 SE, CD-ROM drive, mouse.
CD contents:
Chessbase 9 Reader with pdf manuals in English and German, both with an accompanying readme file.
Intro + nine Chessbase databases:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Introduction
Alekhine Defence
Caro-Kann
French 2 f4
French Advance
Pirc Defence
Sicilian Grandprix
Scandinavian
Vienna Gambit
Training Database

Total CD size: approximately 71 megabytes.
Installation of the Chessbase Reader, necessary for viewing Chessbase databases, starts automatically. After a
minute, the installation is complete, and you’re prompted to restart your computer. If you have previously installed the
Reader, it will offer you an automatic program start. This product comes in a standard colorful DVD-like box. System
requirements are minimal.
Overview:
Introduction. The two intros (in Chessbase text format) contain forewords from the author, where he explains the motifs
behind a creation of this CD, which is an update on one published around seven years ago. The intro’s signature dates
back to 2002?! As any intro, it should be read carefully, before proceeding to the training and study databases, especially
as it explains the motifs behind a creation of such a CD, targeted for a specific chess audience. Both texts are available in
English and German.

Alekhine Defence - A Repertoire for White: The screenshot below reveals a part of the intro, which can give you an idea
of how it is organized:

All data is cross-linked with the main game database, well organized, with appropriate key structures:

I can do nothing else but support the authors targeted recommendations against the Alekhine, as the database includes
three of my games, which I fondly remember, with a 100% score for White!

The 3430 game database starts off with a lot of analysis, from authors personal experiences, mixed with games from
master practice. Selected games collection is updated until April 2006.
Caro-Kann: As a much larger opening than the Alekhine, the author gives the Caro-Cann more space, while
recommending a single attack weapon – The Advance Variation. It is covered in similar style, with an intro, all critical
opening position analysis, followed by annotated games, and games from practice. Again, the database is well updated.
French 2 f4: A relatively rare continuation for White is described well, claiming “solid and complex strategy” for White.
Obviously not a choice for traveling grandmasters, it fits well into the aim of the author to combine similar middlegame
ideas into a Repertoire choice for those who do not have the time to discover what suits them best, on their own.
French Advance: This addition “makes up” for the previous one, offering White a “grandmaster choice” against the
popular French defense. The work done here is best explained by a small screenshot below:

Pirc Defence: Again, authors recommendations against the Pirc defense, are backed up by personal analysis,
commented textually, as well, in both English and German, as seen from the screenshot below. An updated games
database is included as well.

Sicilian Grandprix: A well-known setup is recommended here. A thorough approach is made to promote White’s attacking
ideas. 48 (!) variation surveys lead a database of over 12,000 entries.
Scandinavian: Another related recommendation is given, complementing previous setups for White. Careful research
reveals that even the strongest grandmasters occasionally choose these as their firing power, as White:

Vienna Gambit: I enjoyed this section pretty much. The introductory text file is a must-read. 32 opening surveys, covering
all White’s setups against possible Black’s, should satisfy beyond question.
Training Database: 21 multi-training questions are targeted to quickly check what you have learned, regarding critical
opening positions. Training questions are commented briefly, accenting the authors wish to secure the user’s knowledge
gained.

Conclusion:
I would summarize the value of this CD as high, with a remark that it is targeted for that group of chess players who do
not have the time or resources to spend with a professional chess trainer. The CD provides “professional assistance” to
the “amateur”. All recommended variations have been practiced, from time to time, more or less frequently, by a number
of grandmasters, ensuring that the user will practice specialized opening theory for White. All of the variations
recommended are commented well, not only from White’s point of view, and not necessarily ending in advantageous
positions. Ideas for Black are explained as well, recommendations are made how to try to refute them, or avoid well
known defensive techniques. Alexander Bangiev does not recommend his variations as the ultimate firepower for White,
he reveals their weaknesses tool, in masterfully done introductory texts. Sharp attacking ideas, demonstrated in almost
all the proposed variations are attractive, long-lasting and well chosen. The author highlights that the old game analysis
from the 1st edition were double checked, with many new lines added. With the rapidly increasing number of chess
players, who are not choosing chess as a profession, yet are addicted enough to “imitate the pros”, the ideas behind the
creation of this CD may just be the solution to pursue. Sharing similar strategies against Black’s resources to 1.e4 should
provide far beyond satisfactory results.

